Companies
CCH iKnow is a research platform designed
specifically for accounting and corporate firms.
We’ve placed all the expert content, real world
examples and practical tools which accountants
and corporations need on the one convenient
platform. With CCH iKnow you can confidently and
quickly navigate through any client situation.

Commentary

Topic Pages
All the relevant information is brought together in specific topic
guides to help you find the answers. Our Company topic guides
cover subjects such as director’s duties, company officers,
managed investment schemes and financial reporting. Each topic
guide contains links to relevant commentary, cases, legislation,
news and CCH Learning webinars. Our topic guides ensure that you
have all the information on a specific topic at your fingertips.

Source Material

CCH iKnow provides detailed company law commentary on all aspects of
the Corporations Act. This includes:
 Detailed legal and practical guidance on Corporations Law and the
numerous issues which can arise in the day-to-day administration
of companies, as well as high-level guidance on various topics
impacting on businesses, including regulatory compliance.
 In-depth commentary which methodically steps you through each
section of the Corporations Act, incorporating in-depth analysis,
discussions on company law cases, corporate regulations, court rules
and publications by regulatory bodies, such as ASIC.

News

Source material includes the latest and most up to date:
 Legislation
Full text of the Corporations Act 2001, Corporations Regulations
2001, Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act
2001 and other relevant legislation as they are amended.
 Rulings
Relevant ASIC releases (including regulatory guides, class
orders, information sheets and legislative instruments) with
links to online forms.
 Cases
Key corporations’ decisions, including a headnote, full text
judgement and a court-ready PDF.

Practical Tools

Choose how you receive your news:
 Anytime
Browse the real-time news feed on the iKnow home page.
 Daily
Receive daily emails direct to your inbox.
 Weekly
Get your Australian Tax Week, wrapping up the week's tax news.

A variety of practical tools are available to help you quickly work
through complex corporate queries, including:
 Precedents for the passing of resolutions at board meetings
and general meetings and for the appointment of company
officers, including directors and company secretaries
 Misleading Case Finder tool for assessing the conduct in
corporate cases
 Checklist for a directors’ declaration as to compliance.

For more information contact us today.
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